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1358 Dynamically Reshaping Signaling Networks to Program Cell Fate via Genetic Controllers
K. E. Galloway et al.
A synthetic control module inserted into yeast cells allows control of cell fate in response to an environmental signal. Research Article Summary; for full text: http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1235005
>> Perspective p. 1349

1359 Protection Against Malaria by Intravenous Immunization with a Nonreplicating Sporozoite Vaccine
R. A. Seder et al.
Intravenous immunization with an attenuated whole malaria sporozoite vaccine protected volunteers in a phase I clinical trial. >> Perspective p. 1352

REPORTS

1365 Linear Structures in the Core of the Coma Cluster of Galaxies
J. S. Sanders et al.
X-ray observations from space provide insight into the merging history of one of the nearest galaxy clusters.

1368 Control of Surface Charges by Radicals as a Principle of Antistatic Polymers Protecting Electronic Circuitry
H. T. Baytekin et al.
Removal of radicals destabilizes surface charges, providing a means for rapid dissipation of static electricity.

1371 Glassy Dynamics in Condensed Isolated Polymer Chains
M. Tress et al.
The glass transition of isolated polymer chains is mainly bulk-like, with altered dynamics only for segments at the substrate. >> Perspective p. 1351

1374 Lewis Acidity of Organofluorophosphonium Salts: Hydrodefluorination by a Saturated Acceptor
C. B. Caputo et al.
Certain four-coordinate phosphorus cations prove sufficiently Lewis acidic to sever carbon-fluorine bonds. >> Perspective p. 1348

1377 Deep-Focus Earthquake Analogs Recorded at High Pressure and Temperature in the Laboratory
A. Schubnel et al.
Fractures generated by mineral phase transitions in the mantle produce acoustic emissions that resemble deep earthquakes.

1380 Energy Release of the 2013 Mw 8.3 Sea of Okhotsk Earthquake and Deep Slab Stress Heterogeneity
L. Ye et al.
Distribution of strong and weak zones in the subducting slab controlled the extent of the largest recorded deep earthquake.

1384 Nonlegumes Respond to Rhizobial Nod Factors by Suppressing the Innate Immune Response
Y. Liang et al.
Nitrogen-fixing bacteria dampen immune responses in their plant hosts.

1387 Structure of the CCR5 Chemokine Receptor–HIV Entry Inhibitor Maraviroc Complex
Q. Tan et al.
The crystal structure of the HIV co-receptor CCR5 bound to the HIV drug maraviroc provides insight into how HIV enters cells. >> Perspective p. 1347

1390 Pivotal Roles of cGAS-cGAMP Signaling in Antiviral Defense and Immune Adjuvant Effects
X.-D. Li et al.
The cytosolic DNA sensor cyclic guanosine monophosphate–adenosine monophosphate synthase is essential for antiviral immunity in vivo.

1394 Constitutive µ-Opioid Receptor Activity Leads to Long-Term Endogenous Analgesia and Dependence
G. Corder et al.
Transient inflammation can lead to prolonged activation of pain-relieving opioid receptors in the spinal cord.

1399 Human LiirB2 Is a β-Amyloid Receptor and Its Murine Homolog PirB Regulates Synaptic Plasticity in an Alzheimer’s Model
T. Kim et al.
A potential β-amyloid receptor in neurons regulates ocular dominance in mouse brain development. >> Perspective p. 1354

1404 An Epidermal MicroRNA Regulates Neuronal Migration Through Control of the Cellular Glycosylation State
M. E. Pedersen et al.
A conserved microRNA affects the characteristics of extracellular proteoglycans that direct migrating neurons in nematodes.